Release 1.9 rc1
released on monday 21st june

Known Issues
tiki-install.php spits out many "variable undeﬁned" errors (they are not critical; Tiki will install and
work ﬁne).
tiki-admin_categories.php's category browser is bugged when adding many levels of subcategories.
Tiki's search engine does not respect permissions.
Tiki uses too many cookies; problems arise when one exceeds the browser's limit on number of
cookies per domain.
The lib/webmail/pop3.php library is GPL'ed. Should replace with an LGPL library like Net_POP3 or
Net_IMAP.
Replies to replies to forum topics are hidden when viewing forum topics (avoid using the forum).

IrcHook
mose 2004/05/02 23:19 : (MOD) * Added 'add' function to tikibot with IrcHook trick

Bugs ﬁxed
Remove a hardcoded courier font selection for monospaced Wiki text and just use a tt tag pair.
Change parse_data to properly recognize a .. .page. .. marker. Without this change, lists and div's
were not being properly closed out.
Change some hardcoded
and
tags to be the XHTML compatible form (
and
).
Parse absolute URI correctly in group home page setting
Avoid sending user back to registration page on ﬁrst login
spreaded javascript protection for delete direct links (musus)
Fixed case of missing end quotes in the admin menus tpl ﬁle Damian
also in the same ﬁle around the x delete icon was nasty characters from a windows editor! Let that
be a warning to all!
make sure you check your editor is compatible with the Tikiwiki CVS
Fixed the repeated Re's in the tiki forums when use reply to post Damian
XHTML validation
Global replacement of
and
to
- Damian
backlinks on wiki page (form) Damian
smarty function: jspopup (onclick tweakd) Damian
tiki-show_page - ﬁxed stray table cell marker and added alt tags Damian
no more .tmp ﬁles generated in the system root dir halon
ﬁxed pagination bugs in Galaxia halon
ﬁxed diﬀ - merge from 1.8.1 branch and ﬂipped colors for added (green) and removed (red) stuﬀ
luci
RSS feeds : Display bullets out of page ohertel introduced with 1.8.3
HTML enabled wiki pages : Capital

